MICHAEL MANN TOUR POSTPONED DUE TO COVID-19.
NEW FEBRUARY DATES ANNOUNCED!
In response to the Australian government’s congregation ban, Think Inc. will postpone their
tour: The Climate Crisis: Agency, Urgency, Impact with Michael Mann.
Today Think Inc. is announcing that its live, on-stage tour The Climate Crisis:
Agency, Urgency, Impact with Michael Mann will be postponed until February
2021 due to the impacts of COVID-19.
Last Monday the various Australian State Government announced their official
bans on non-essential mass gatherings of more than 500 people. This is a firmer
position than last week’s advice from the Federal Government and is on the
recommendation of informed medical experts. On Wednesday it was announced
that indoor gatherings of 100 or more are also unable to proceed.
At this point, some States have declared bans for 30 days while NSW has indicated
an extended non-essential mass gathering ban until June 14, 2020.
This is an unprecedented situation and the need to look after the health and safety
of all is paramount in these dire times.
For those who have already purchased tickets to these shows, the ticket will be
valid for the 2021 show so you can still see your favourite thinker, live.
“The live show cancellation is a blow not only to us but also to the wonderful
organisations we work with and those of you who were excited to see these
intellectuals in person,” says Suzi Jamil.
“However, we recognise how important this imposition is in safeguarding our
health, and feel that our live-steam offering will be a great alternative as we focus
on minimising the effects of this global pandemic. We won’t be kept down.”
Since 2014 we, at Think Inc., have been on a mission to tour the greatest minds on
earth, promoting rational discourse and presenting people with ideas that
challenge, provoke, and inspire.
If you have any questions regarding our postponed tours, feel free to reach out to
us at info@thinkinc.org.au

